Mechanics of a constrained chair-rise.
A sit-to-stand task is analyzed by a method which estimates the segmental and whole body center of mass (CoM) kinematics and kinetics using bilateral whole body kinematic data from nine healthy young female subjects. The sit-to-stand, or chair-rise, task is constrained with regard to chair height, pace, initial lower limb position and arm use. The chair-rise maneuver is divided into four phases; (1) the flexion momentum phase; (2) the momentum transfer phase; (3) the vertical extension phase; and (4) the stabilization phase; the first three are examined in detail here. The momentum transfer phase, which immediately follows lift-off from the seat of the chair, is the most dynamic portion of the event, demanding a high degree of coordination. This maneuver is analyzed in order to determine if trunk movement is used only to position the body center of gravity or if the trunk motion generates momentum which is important during the brief but critical period of dynamic equilibrium immediately following lift-off from the chair. Our evidence points to the latter case and indicates that inter-segmental momentum transfer is possible during this period.